Abstract-Data analysis novices often encounter barriers in executing low-level operations for pairwise comparisons. They may also run into barriers in interpreting the artifacts (e.g., visualizations) created as a result of the operations. We developed Duet, a visual analysis system designed to help data analysis novices conduct pairwise comparisons by addressing execution and interpretation barriers. To reduce the barriers in executing low-level operations during pairwise comparison, Duet employs minimal specification: when one object group (i.e. a group of records in a data table) is specified, Duet recommends object groups that are similar to or different from the specified one; when two object groups are specified, Duet recommends similar and different attributes between them. To lower the barriers in interpreting its recommendations, Duet explains the recommended groups and attributes using both visualizations and textual descriptions. We conducted a qualitative evaluation with eight participants to understand the effectiveness of Duet. The results suggest that minimal specification is easy to use and Duet's explanations are helpful for interpreting the recommendations despite some usability issues.
INTRODUCTION
Pairwise comparison is imperative to decision making. From consumers choosing between smartphone models to high school students comparing colleges, pairwise comparison shapes many of the decisions we make. The increasing availability of a wide range of data is creating a tremendous opportunity for diverse users to make more informed and potentially better decisions by comparing various aspects of objects and object groups. Yet, while many online tools have been developed to facilitate pairwise comparison (e.g., [2, 4] ), it has remained challenging for data analysis novices.
Consider the following example. The New York City Police Department stopped approximately 500,000 pedestrians for suspected criminal involvement in 2006 alone [41] . 89% of the stops involved non-whites, indicating large racial disparities [41] . Knowing the domain very well but not necessarily equipped with the right skills for data analysis, how does a data analysis novice like a police captain analyze the similarities and differences between stopped white and non-white suspects? In answering the question, the police captain needs to find a strategy and map the strategy to the tools available. For instance, he might decide to create visualizations (the strategy) to understand whether the stopped white and non-white suspects have different rates of frisk, and use of force and arrest. He might then perform a series of operations in a visualization tool to construct the desired visualizations (mapping the strategy to the tool). While it may seem easy to experts in data analysis, due to lack of experience, it is likely that the police captain does not have a good sense of what strategies to use and how to map the strategy to the low-level operations in the tool. The difficulties in pairwise comparison are compounded by the inherent complexity of comparison. Although it is well-known that visualizations amplify our cognition during data analysis [12] , comparison is still considered challenging with the aid of visualizations: the items for comparison and the relationships between them can be highly complicated [25] . In short, lack of experience in data analysis and the complex nature of comparison make pairwise comparison difficult for data analysis In developing a system to help data analysis novices conduct pairwise comparisons, we identified from the literature two barriers that novices would have in answering a question during data analysis: execution barrier [13, 15, 27, 35, 39] and interpretation barrier [10, 11, 27, 36] . For the police captain mentioned in the previous paragraph, determining what visualizations to create (finding the right strategy) and how to perform low-level operations in a visualization tool to create the visualizations (mapping the strategy to the tools available) constitute the execution barrier in his analysis. If he succeeds in overcoming the execution barrier, there will still be one barrier awaiting him: how to interpret the visualizations and connect the visualizations to the questions to see if they answer the questions at all? After performing a series of operations using a tool, some artifacts (e.g., visualizations) are obtained. Novices would grapple with making sense of the artifacts obtained and relating the artifacts to the questions of interest. This barrier pertains to interpretation. Systems that aim to support novices in data analysis should address both execution and interpretation barriers.
We explore an approach based on the characteristics of knowledge gap in answering a pairwise comparison question: while data analysis novices may not know what strategies to adopt to answer a question and how to map the strategies to the available tools, they do know what object groups they want to compare (e.g., the stopped white and non-white suspects in the case of the police captain). If, after novices minimally specify the object groups of interest, insights about similarities and differences (e.g., the similar and different attributes between the stopped white and non-white suspects) could be automatically generated, they would not have to dive into the details of what strategies to use and how to carry out low-level operations to execute the strategies for question answering.
In this paper, we present Duet, a visual analysis system that facilitates data analysis novices to conduct pairwise comparisons of object groups in tabular data. We address the execution barrier during pairwise comparison by the minimal specification technique, by which novice analysts only need to specify object groups of interest for pairwise comparison. When one object group is specified, Duet infers and recommends object groups that are similar to or different from the specified one; when two object groups are specified, Duet recommends the similar and different attributes between them. Minimal specification is therefore a better match for what novice analysts know (the object groups of interest) and what they might not know (the strategies to look for the answer and the steps required to execute the strategies). We address the barrier in interpreting Duet's recommendations by explaining them using both visualizations and textual descriptions. To understand the effectiveness of Duet, we conducted a qualitative study with eight data analysis novices. The findings suggest that minimal specification is easy to use and that Duet's explanations are helpful for interpreting the recommendations in spite of some usability issues. Our work demonstrates how visualizations and automatic insight generation, together, can help novices conduct data analysis.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Execution and Interpretation Barriers
The barriers people encountered in data-driven question answering are well-investigated by the visualization community. Prior work identified two major barriers: the execution barrier and the interpretation barrier.
Execution barrier concerns the difficulties in determining what strategies to use and how to carry out low-level operations to answer a question during data analysis. A number of studies have been conducted to elucidate the challenges in translating a question into the operations in a tool for answering the question. Grammel el al. [27] found that, during visualization construction, InfoVis novices faced difficulties in selecting relevant data attributes based on their higher-level questions and in transforming the selected data into visual representations that support answering their questions. Kwon et al. [15] observed that, while using Jigsaw in an investigative analysis scenario, novice investigators struggled to choose appropriate views and execute an appropriate set of interactions in a view to retrieve information needed for question answering. These findings in lab studies are supported by other InfoVis and HCI researchers. Lam's framework of interaction costs includes costs to translate a question in mind into system operations [35] . In their model of guidance in visual analytics, Ceneda et al. [13] defined the notion of knowledge gap that exists when analysts do not know what to do to achieve a desired goal. Indeed, the difficulties in executing low-level operations to achieve a goal, such as answering a question, is so well-known in the HCI community that it is termed the gulf of execution [39] . Minimal specification employed by Duet addresses execution barrier. It enables users to specify only the object groups of interest for pairwise comparison, making it a better match for what users know (the object groups of interest) and what they might not know (the strategies and the system operations).
Interpretation barrier pertains to the difficulties involved in interpreting the artifacts (e.g., visualizations) created after performing a series of low-level operations. The term "interpretation barrier" was first used by Grammel et al. [27] in depicting the problems encountered by InfoVis novices when they tried to make sense of a visualization and answer their questions using the visualization. In a related study, Lee et al. [36] investigated how novices make sense of unfamiliar visualizations and constructed a grounded-theory model to depict the experience of InfoVis novices in dealing with the barrier in interpreting visualizations. Interpretation barrier is also described by Amar and Stasko [10] as the worldview gap that refers to the difficulties in relating visualizations to high-level analytic goals. The artifacts users create to answer their questions are not limited to visualizations. For instance, to understand the similarities and differences among objects, analysts can apply a clustering algorithm to generate clusters of objects. Cao et al. described the challenges in interpreting clustering results [11] . In response, they proposed a visualization technique to help analysts interpret multidimensional clusters. When Duet offers a recommendation to users, users may grapple with understanding why the recommendation is provided. To reduce the barrier to interpreting its recommendations, Duet explains them using both visualizations and textual descriptions.
Pairwise Comparison Tools
There exists a plethora of tools and techniques that support pairwise comparison. Experimenters often use statistical tools such as SPSS to understand whether two group means are significantly different. Tukey's HSD test [46] is a post-hoc analysis technique to spot a pair of groups with significantly different means. Lacking data analysis skills, novices would struggle to adopt these advanced statistical methods. Data analysts can also conduct pairwise comparisons using visualization systems like Tableau. However, Grammel et al. [27] demonstrated that novice users often encounter execution and interpretation barriers during visualization construction. Microsoft Excel is probably the most widely-used data analysis tools for novices. Albeit popular among data analysis novices, Excel requires users to write scripts or go over layers of menus to perform simple comparisons, creating execution barrier to novices. Finally, some online tools support pairwise comparisons of different objects (e.g., colleges [2] , cities [4] and cars [1] ). Despite their simplicity, their functionality is highly limited, restricting the variety of questions users can ask about their data. For instance, users can only compare two objects but not two object groups using these online tools.
Recommendation Systems for Data Analysis
Much research has been devoted to designing visualization recommendation systems [18, 19, 26, 31, [47] [48] [49] [50] . There is also a recent attempt to computationally generate insights for recommendation [45] . Many of these systems recommend interesting visualizations (e.g., [19, 47] ) or facts (e.g., [45] ) based on some statistical properties of the data. They assume that users do not have specific questions in mind and would benefit from wandering in the space of insights. While some commercial tools such as Google Sheet [20] enable users to directly ask a question to obtain an answer, they only support a limited set of questions and are not tailored to pairwise comparison. Duet extends this line of research by using recommendations for reducing the barriers data analysis novices might encounter when answering pairwise comparison questions. Different from prior art, we contribute methods for recommending similar and different groups to a target group, and similar and different attributes between two target groups. [24, 29, 42, 44] . Nevertheless, novices in data analysis may grapple with interpreting the recommendations offered when they specify object group(s) of interest. To reduce interpretation barrier, the recommendations should be explained to users. The idea of explaining recommendations echoes with research in Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI), which aims to promote trust and understanding of AI decisions by explanations [5, 9, 34, 37] .
DESIGNING MINIMAL SPECIFICATION
In designing an interface that supports pairwise comparison by minimal specification, we further derived four considerations from the literature: C1. Enabling flexible definition of object groups. Flexibility has been identified as one of the major usability issues in visualization systems [22] . It is frustrating when users want to answer a question using a system but find that there is no way to do it due to the system's limited capabilities. As users may ask pairwise comparison questions about various kinds of object groups, they should be endowed with the capability of flexibly defining object groups with various characteristics. C2. Shielding users from being overwhelmed by a large number of recommendations. A general issue with recommendation systems is that a large number of recommendations are often generated [47, 49] . When there are many recommendations, they should be displayed in a way that is less overwhelming to users. C3. Allowing users to save interesting recommendations. Another issue with recommendation systems is that not all recommendations generated are meaningful to users [49] . The system should allow users to save interesting recommendations during their analysis. This enables users to share findings with their colleagues or retrieve the findings later for summarization at the end of analysis. C4. Catering explanations for novices. Studies show that many laypeople have difficulties in understanding very simple bar and pie charts [23] . The system should cater the explanations for the recommendations to this group of users.
DUET'S USER INTERFACE
Duet's interface consists of five major components: an attribute list (Fig. 1b) , a small data table (Fig. 1c) , group and attribute shelves (Fig. 1d) , a result panel (Fig. 1e) and a relationship map (Fig. 1f) . To illustrate how Duet supports pairwise comparison by minimal specification and visualizations' role in minimal specification, consider the following usage scenario.
Ella is an international freshman studying in a US college. Not being knowledgeable about US colleges more broadly, she is curious about how different US colleges compare. She acquired online a college dataset that contains 1215 colleges, each consisting of 4 categorical attributes (e.g, Region) and 20 numerical attributes (e.g, Admission Rate). This dataset was derived from the College Scorecard Data released by the US Department of Education [3] . Ella would like to explore the data casually and share the findings with her friends. Upon loading the dataset, Duet displays the categorical and numerical attributes in the attribute list (Fig. 1b) and updates the small data table (Fig. 1c) . The small data table allows users to view the raw data. It has only two columns due to space limitation. The first column always displays the ID of records (e.g., college name) and the second column displays another attribute, which can be changed by selecting an attribute from the attribute list.
Specifying One Object Group
Ella has a few questions in mind: Q1) What kinds of colleges are similar to those in New England, where Ivy League are located? Q2) Colleges that support continuing education tend to accept older students as freshmen. What kinds of colleges are different from these colleges for adult education? Q3) As she is studying in a college in the Southeast with a low admission rate, she wonders if there are other colleges that are similar to hers. 4) Finally, she wants to know what kinds of colleges are similar to her college with respect to tuition and admission rate. All these questions involve specifying one object group that satisfies some conditions (e.g., colleges where Region=Southeast and Admission Rate=low). Duet offers multiple ways for flexibly specifying object groups (C1): Specifying a group that satisfies a categorical attribute-value pair. As Ella is interested in knowing what colleges are similar to the New England colleges (Q1), she specifies the colleges that have the value New England for the attribute Region. Users can select an attribute by clicking it on the attribute list and select a value by dragging it from the small table to a group shelf. When Ella clicks on Region in the attribute list, the second column of table is changed to Region (Fig. 2 Specifying a group that satisfies a numerical attribute-value pair.
Ella considers the colleges with average age of entry higher than 25
as colleges for adults. To dive into the colleges that are different from these colleges (Q2), she specifies the colleges that have a value higher than 25 for the attribute Average Age of Entry. Ella click on next to Average Age of Entry in the attribute list to open the binning widget ( Fig. 2 ), which uses a density plot to assist users to create custom bins. She labels the colleges with Average Age of Entry higher than 25 as "high" and the colleges with Average Age of Entry below 25 as "low". When she clicks ( Fig. 2 ) , the second column of the data table changes to Average Age of Entry and displays low (high) for colleges with Average Age of Entry below (above) 25. To specify the group of interest, she drags high from the table to a group shelf (Fig. 2 ) . Specifying a group that satisfies multiple attribute-value pairs. Ella then investigates the colleges that are similar to Southeast colleges with low admission rates (what her college is like) (Q3). To specify colleges with the value Southeast for Region, she selects Region from the attribute list and drag Southeast from the table to a group shelf. To narrow to the Southeast colleges with low admission rates, she creates custom bins for the attribute Admission Rate using the binning widget and drags low from the data table to the same group shelf. By clicking on the group shelf, Ella changes the name of the group to "Colleges like mine". Focusing on a subset of attributes. Ella wonders what kinds of colleges are similar to Southeast colleges with low admission rates in tuition and admission rate (Q4). After specifying "Colleges like mine", Ella drags tuition and admission rate from the attribute list to the attribute shelf between the two group shelves.
Recommending Similar and Different Groups
As users specify an object group (e.g., a group of colleges), Duet recommends a ranked list of similar object groups and a ranked list of different object groups. An object group is ranked higher in the similar (different) list if it is more similar to (different from) the object group specified by users. These recommended groups are shown on a "card" in the result panel (Fig. 1e) . The result panel keeps all the cards created during users' analysis to help users keep track of their analytic provenance.
A card has a front side and a back side to show recommended groups in two different ways. Users can flip between the two sides by clicking . The front side presents the recommended groups in a one-sentence summary that shows the top three similar groups and the top three different groups (Fig. 3 bottom) while the back side shows the complete lists of similar and different groups (Fig. 4) . Depending on the size of a dataset, there can be hundreds of recommended groups in the ranked lists. We display fewer information on the front side to prevent users from being overwhelmed by the potentially large number of recommendations (C2).
To inspect the attributes that are similar to (different from) the specified group, users can select a similar (different) group from the back side of a card (Fig. 4) . Duet shows a similar (different) attribute list in which a minuscule diverging bar chart is displayed alongside an attribute name. The minuscule bar chart serves to give a rough idea about how similar or different the attribute is between the specified group and the selected group. The bar charts above and below the horizontal axis show the distributions for the specified group and the selected group. An alternative design is a grouped bar chart. The bars in a grouped bar chart are narrower because all bars are squeezed into the same side, making this design less preferable for the miniscule bar chart.
Specifying Two Object Groups
Being a freshman in a Southeast college, Ella has a couple more questions about Southeast colleges: Q5) how does Southeast colleges and the colleges in New England (where the Ivy League schools reside) compare? Q6) Are Southeast colleges and New England colleges different in tuition? Q7) What are the unique characteristics of Southeast colleges? These questions involve specifying two object groups and require users to place an object group on each of the two group shelves. For instance, to answer Q5, Ella drags New England and Southeast from the small table to the top and bottom group shelves respectively.
Focusing on a subset of attributes. To consult Duet about the difference in tuition between Southeast and New England colleges (Q6), Ella simply drags Tuition from the attribute list the attribute shelf after dragging Southeast and New England to the group shelves. Narrowing to a subset of attributes is useful when there are many attributes and users are interested only in a small number of them.
Comparing an object group with all other records. Understanding the unique characteristics of an object group entails comparing it with all other records in a data table. Being intrigued by the unique characteristics of Southeast colleges (Q7), Ella first drags Southeast from the table to a group shelf. The tag appears at the bottom right of the small table (Fig. 1c bottom right) to allow users to compare the specified group with all other records in the data table. Ella drags to the unoccupied shelf to investigate the uniqueness of Southeast colleges.
Recommending Similar and Different Attributes
As users specify two object groups (e.g., Southeast colleges and New England colleges), Duet recommends a ranked list of similar attributes and a ranked list of different attributes between the two groups. Similar to how it presents the recommended groups, Duet presents the recommended attributes in two different ways. The front side displays the recommended attributes in a one-sentence summary that shows only the top three similar attributes and the top three different attributes (Fig. 1e ) to prevent users from being overwhelmed by a large number of recommendations (C2). The back side shows the complete lists of similar and different attributes (Fig. 1e) .
Interacting with Duet's Recommendations
Recommended groups and attributes are shown as underlined text on a card. By default, green underlined text encodes a similar group or attribute while red underlined text encodes a different group or attribute. Users can select a colorblind-safe palette from the settings menu (Fig. 1a) . To help users interpret the recommendations, Duet shows an explanation when users hover over the underlined text. To enable users to revisit interesting recommendations, Duet saves a recommended group or attribute when users click on it. Hover over a recommended attribute to see an explanation. As Ella specifies New England colleges and Southeast colleges to compare them (Q5), Duet recommends Median Family Income as a different attribute. As she hovers over Median Family Income, Duet provides its explanation for why family income is different in a small window (Fig. 3 top) . The small window shows a grouped bar chart that visualizes the distribution of Median Family Income, and a textual description that depicts the difference in averages. We use the grouped bar chart as it aids comparison by showing the two distributions along the same x and y axis. Different from the miniscule bar chart, the window contains enough space to show wider bars. We use simple templates to generate the textual descriptions. As people with low visual literacy likely constitute a large part of the data analysis novice population, using the textual descriptions, we seek to help them interpret the grouped bar charts (C4). Click to save a recommended attribute. Ella finds the difference in median family income between New England and Southeast colleges informative. She wants to save the recommended attribute and share it with a friend later. Ella clicks on Median Family Income to save it (C3). Duet stores a recommended attribute as a group -attribute -group (GAG) structure (e.g., New England colleges -Median Family IncomeSoutheast colleges) (Fig. 3 top) . GAG structures are visualized as a relationship map (Sec. 4.6). Hover over a recommended group to see an explanation. When Ella investigates "Colleges like mine" (Q3), Duet says that they are the most similar to fringe rural colleges. As Ella hovers over Locale=Fringe Rural, Duet explains that there are nine attributes in which the two groups of colleges are similar (Fig. 3 bottom) . Users can flip to the back side of the card to see a complete list of similar (different) attributes between the specified group and any similar (different) groups. By flipping to the back side of the card and selecting Locale=Fringe Rural (Fig. 4) 
Click to Save a Recommended Group. Ella wants to save all the nine similar attributes between "Colleges like mine" and fringe rural colleges. She clicks on Locale=Fringe Rural on the front side of the card (Fig. 3 top) 
Exploring the Relationship Map
The relationship map visualizes the recommendations saved to allow users to revisit them later. Figure 5 illustrates how a relationship map is constructed from the saved GAG structures. Unique groups are visualized as nodes and attribute(s) between two groups are visualized as a link between the two nodes. The thickness of a link between two nodes encodes the number of attributes that were saved between the two groups. The nodes are initially organized in equal distance along the circumference of a circle. We use a circular layout because the nodes move in a more predictable way: as users save Duets recommendations, the newly added nodes and the existing nodes always move along the circumference. Alternatives include a force-directed layout in which a newly added node pushes the other nodes in various directions. The unpredictable movement of nodes might distract users from their analysis and is hard to keep track of. Duet supports two basic interactions with the relationship map: Click on a link to display the saved recommendations. After exploring the college dataset for a while, Ella saves dozens of recommended groups and attributes, the relationship map created by her is shown in Figure 1f . She clicks on the link between Locale=Fringe Rural and Admission Rate=HIGH to see the saved similar and different attributes between the two groups in the stored recommendation panel (Fig. 1g) .
Click on a node to show a radial layout. To further compare and contrast the saved groups, users can click on a node in the relationship map. For example, clicking on the node Locale=Large City helps Ella answer questions like how colleges in large cities are similar to or different from the other groups of colleges. Selecting a node changes the layout from a circular layout to a radial layout (Fig. 9) . The selected node becomes the focal node and all links are hidden. The radial distance between the focal node and another node encodes the similarity between them: the closer the more similar. The periphery nodes are also color-coded using a diverging color scheme from red to green: deeper green means more similar and deeper red means more different. Users can select a colorblind-safe palette from the settings menu. While other layouts such as an MDS layout can be used to depict the distances between pairs of objects, we use a radial layout as it is a more faithful representation of the pairwise distances between objects [14] . 
REALIZING MINIMAL SPECIFICATION
In this section, we present how minimal specification can be realized computationally. We first describe, in general, how minimal specification can be achieved (Sec. 5.1 and 5.2). We then illustrate the specific computational method we use for minimal specification (Sec. 5.3).
Recommending Similar and Different Attributes
When users specify two object groups (e.g., Southeast and New England colleges), similar and different attributes are recommended. Each object group contains m distributions for a data table with m attributes. Two object groups, together, have m distribution pairs (Fig. 6b) . A distribution pair are two sets of values (e.g., tuitions of Southeast colleges and tuitions of New England colleges) that correspond to an attribute (e.g., Tuition). If the attribute is a numerical (categorical) attribute, the distribution pair contains two sets of numbers (categories). To recommend similar and different attributes, Duet classifies a distribution pair K into similar (S), different (D) and somewhere in the middle (M) using a classification function f (Fig. 6c) . The black box function f will be explained in detail in Sec. 5.3. Formally,
The similar (different) attributes correspond to the distribution pairs that are classified similar (different). Distribution pairs that are classified somewhere in the middle are not recommended to users (Fig. 6d) . Each similar (different) attribute is associated with a value of similarity (dissimilarity). The list of similar (different) attributes is ranked based on the values of similarity (dissimilarity). Rather than classifying the distribution pairs as similar, different and somewhere in the middle, an alternative approach is to compute the statistical distance for each of the m distribution pairs without classification. The m attributes can be ranked from the most similar to the most different based on the statistical distances. Such an approach would require users to browse through a list of attributes to determine which attributes are similar enough and different enough. When the list contains hundreds of attributes, browsing through it will be cognitively demanding. This issue might be worse for data analysis novices because they are not familiar with analyzing which attributes are similar or different. Hence, we choose to classify attributes into similar and different as users specify two object groups.
Recommending Similar and Different Groups
When users specify one object group, similar and different groups are recommended. Duet first generates a list of groups from attributes (Fig. 6f) . For categorical attributes, one group is generated for each category. For example, Locale consists of 12 categories (e.g., Large City and Remote Rural). 12 groups (i.e. colleges where Locale=Large City, colleges where Locale=Remote Rural and so on) are created. For each numerical attribute, two groups (LOW and HIGH) are created. For example, Duet computes a threshold for Tuition. This threshold is defined in a way to ensure that the number of colleges with Tuition above and below the threshold are approximately the same. Two group (i.e. colleges with Tuition below the threshold and colleges with Tuition above the threshold) are then created. For each generated group, Duet computes the number of similar attributes and the number of different attributes (Fig. 6g) . A ranked list of similar (different) groups is obtained by sorting the list of generated groups in descending order of the number of similar (different) attributes (Fig. 6h) .
The current version of Duet only generates groups that satisfy a single attribute-value pair (e.g. colleges where Locale=Large City). Generating a list of groups that satisfy more than one attribute-value pair (e.g. colleges where Locale=Large City and Tuition=LOW) and evaluating the number of similar and different attributes for each group can be computationally expensive due to the exponentially large number of groups that can be generated. We would like to explore this in future.
Promoting Trust in Recommendations
Promoting trust is a crucial consideration in designing recommendation systems. Researchers have been investigating ways to inspire users' trust in recommendations (e.g., [21, 28, 43] ). Users may lose faith in a recommendation system like Duet if they observe many false positive results (e.g., the system claims that an attribute is similar between two object groups but users disagree upon verification). To promote trust, Duet's classifications should be consistent with human judgement. To operationalize consistency, we define it on a population level. For example, if the majority of 100 people think that an attribute is similar, classifying the attribute as similar is considered consistent with human judgement. In this section, we discuss the feasibility of optimizing the consistency of the classification function f mentioned in Sec 5.1.
Measuring Similarity
The classification function f takes as input a distribution pair (two sets of values), which corresponds to a numerical attribute or a categorical attribute. The classification function first converts each distribution pair into a probability distribution pair. Before the conversion, numerical attributes are converted to categorical attributes by discretizing them into bins. For a single set of values, applications such as Excel derive from the number of values n the number of bins k = √ n to reduce information loss. As there are two sets of values in a distribution pair, we compute the number of bins for each numerical attribute as k = (n 1 + n 2 )/2, where n 1 and n 2 are respectively the number of values in the first set and the number of values in the second set.
The classification function f then computes the similarities between the two probability distributions. We use Bhattacharyya (Bh) coefficient, which is a widely used measure of the degree of overlapping between two probability distributions [16, 17, 40] . A higher value means more overlapping between two distributions (more similar) and a lower value means less overlapping (more different). We note, however, that other statistical distances, such as Kullback-Leibler divergence and Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics, can be used and should be tested as future work.
Multinomial Logistic Regression Model for Classification
Having computed the Bh coefficient for a distribution pair, the next question concerns how to determine whether the value is high enough to be considered similar or low enough to be considered different. Several approaches are commonly used, including the top-k approach (e.g., [47] ), the p-value approach (e.g. [45] ), and the arbitrary threshold approach. Using these approaches, arbitrariness are involved in deciding whether the Bh coefficient is high or low enough.
Consider the arbitrary threshold approach that set arbitrary upper and lower thresholds. If Bh coefficient is above the upper threshold, a distribution pair is considered similar. If the upper threshold is set too low, some distribution pairs that are not very similar will be classified as similar; if it is set too high, some distribution pairs that should have been classified as similar will not be not classified as similar. Promoting trust would require optimizing the upper and lower thresholds in a way that is consistent with human judgement to reduce the likelihood of unreasonable classifications. As an example of such an optimization, if the majority of 100 people consider a distribution pair as similar, the upper threshold should probably be set somewhere below the Bh coefficient for this distribution pair so that it is classified as similar. To avoid setting arbitrary thresholds, we use multinomial logistic regression to model the relationship between perceived similarity of a distribution pair and Bh coefficient. While a full description of how the logistic regression model was built is beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly outline the procedure involved as follows: Data collection. To increase the diversity of the distribution pairs, we collected 520 distribution pairs from 83 real-world datasets, a majority of which are datasets from the R statistical software [7] . During data collection, one of the authors labelled the distribution pairs as "similar", "somewhere in the middle" and "different" by visualizing the distribution pairs as grouped bar charts. This kept us aware of whether the three labels are balanced in the collected data. This yielded 160 similar distribution pairs, 202 different distribution pairs and 158 somewhere in the middle distribution pairs. The labels represents perceived similarity of the distribution pairs. Ensuring data quality. To ensure the quality of the labels, we selected 150 marginal cases (e.g., distribution pairs that are preliminarily labelled as similar but do not look highly similar) for relabelling. 10 graduate students with background in data analysis were recruited to relabel these 150 marginal cases. The subjects were required to go through a tutorial session during which they labelled 30 distribution pairs. After the tutorial session, they labelled 75 distribution pairs in the actual session. The interfaces used in the tutorial session (Fig. 7) and the actual session were the same but the stimuli used in the two sessions did not overlap. The order of the stimuli was also randomized in both sessions. From the subject, we collected 5 labels for each of the 150 marginal cases. We used a majority vote to determine the final labels. When there was a tie (e.g., 2 subjects labelled a distribution pair as similar and 2 labelled it as somewhere in the middle), we labelled the distribution pair as somewhere in the middle. Modelling. Aside from collecting labels for the 520 distribution pairs, we computed their Bh coefficient. We then fit a multinomial logistic regression model to predict the label from Bh coefficient. Multinomial logistic regression analysis shows that Bh coefficient significantly predicts the label (χ 2 (2, N = 520) = 596.769, p < .001). The following shows the resulting model. The labelled data and output from SPSS are included in the supplemental materials. 
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where Bh is Bh coefficient, P(S), P(D) and P(M) are the probabilities that a distribution pair is perceived similar, different and somewhere in the middle respectively. The model predicts the label (i.e. perceived similarity) of a distribution pair as the one that has the highest probability. The thresholds set by the logistic regression model are implicit: the model does not compute explicit upper and lower thresholds but if a distribution pair is classified as similar, we know that its Bh coefficient is higher than the implicit upper threshold. P(S), P(D) computed by the model provide a convenient way for ranking the recommended attributes ( Fig. 6d) : an attribute with a higher P(S) (P(D)) is ranked higher in the list of recommended similar (different) attributes.
Dealing with Missing Values
As mentioned in 5.3.1, each distribution pair is converted into a probability distribution pair before classification. As there is no reliable way to infer missing values, we remove missing values from the distribution pairs before converting them into probability distribution pairs. This makes classifying distribution pairs robust to missing values.
Limitations
The 10-fold cross validation accuracy of our model in classifying the distribution pairs is 78.1%, which hints on the generalizability of our model (the R code is included as supplemental material). However, our results should only be considered a baseline. With other classification methods (e.g., ordinal logistic regression that considers order of labels and decision trees that compute explicit thresholds) and more predictor variables, the classification accuracy can potentially be improved.
We collected our distribution pairs solely from the R datasets. This may potentially bias our model. To make our model more generalizable, more distribution pairs should be collected from different sources.
Another limitation is the small number of people involved in labelling each distribution pair. To make the classification more consistent with human judgement, crowdsourcing should be used to recruit more subjects to label each distribution pair.
Our approach also assumes that if Duet's classifications are more consistent with the data about perceived similarity, users are more likely to trust the system's recommendations. Yet, there is individual variation in determining whether two distributions are similar or different. A solution to cater to different users is to let users train the logistic regression model on the fly. For instance, when a user sees an attribute that is classified by Duet as similar but she does not think it is similar, she can label it as different to tailor the model to her needs.
To support future research, all the labelled distribution pairs and the web interface for collecting labels from subjects are provided in the supplemental materials.
EVALUATION
To understand whether data analysis novices would find Duet useful for pairwise comparison, we recruited 8 participants (5 males, ages [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] to conduct two data analysis sessions using Duet. All participants were students in our university. Participants were eligible for the study if they were novices in data analysis. The average self-rated level of experience in data analysis was 2.38 on a 7-point scale ranging from novice (1) to expert (7). The participants study diverse subjects such as international affairs, business, cybersecurity and HCI. We compensated the participants with a $15 gift certificate. All the materials for the user study are included in the supplemental materials.
We were especially interested in three questions: First, do the participants find minimal specification easy to use? Second, does the information in the small window upon hovering over a recommendation help participants interpret the recommendation? Third, how do the participants use the relationship map during their analysis?
Datasets
The participants were asked to conduct two data analysis sessions using Duet. During each analysis session, they analyzed one dataset we provide. The two datasets we used were a college dataset (1215 colleges, 4 categorical attributes, 20 numerical attributes and 380 missing values) and a city dataset (140 cities, 9 categorical attributes, 21 ordinal attributes and no missing values). These datasets were chosen because the domains of the datasets are accessible to general audience.
Procedure
The study was conducted in a quiet lab environment using a Macbook Pro with 13-inch display of resolution 2560 x 1600 and a mouse. During the two analysis sessions, the participants' interactions with Duet were screen-captured and their verbalizations were audio-recorded. Each study session lasted around 90 minutes. The procedure of the study is described as follows: Training session (∼15 minutes). The participants watched a 5-minute tutorial video that introduced various aspects of Duet. After watching the tutorial video, the participants were instructed to finish a series of practice tasks in 10 minutes. The investigator helped overcome difficulties the participants encountered. We used a car dataset for both the tutorial video and the practice tasks. First data analysis session (∼20 minutes). The participants were asked to analyze the first dataset (four participants started with the college dataset and another four started with the city dataset). Before the analysis session, the participants received an attribute list with description of each attribute. They had 2-3 minutes to review the attribute list. The participants were then provided a task description with a short scenario. They were told to keep talking aloud, and report at least five findings by comparing different groups. They were also informed that they can stop the analysis session early if they think nothing more can be found from the dataset. Second data analysis session (∼20 minutes). The participants were asked to analyze another dataset by following a similar procedure as above. Interview (∼15 minutes). Finally, we interviewed the participants concerning their experience using the system. The participants completed a questionnaire at the end of the interview. Figure 8 summarizes the participants' ratings in the questionnaire. Here, we discuss a few key points from our observations of the participants during their analysis, the end-of-study interviews and their responses to the questionnaire.
Results
Minimal speci cation is easy to use. The system's recommendations are accurate.
The textual description and the bar chart in the small window helped me interpret the system's recommendations.
I observed very few instances of inaccurate recommendations during my analysis.
If the textual description is removed from the small window that explains a recommended attribute, my interpretation of the recommendation will NOT be a ected. If the bar chart is removed from the small window that explains a recommended attribute, my interpretation of the recommendation will NOT be a ected. 
Minimal Specification
We received positive feedback about the ease of use of minimal specification in spite of some usability issues. Participants also encountered some usability issues while they were using minimal specification during analysis. P5 commented that having to click on an attribute in the attribute list to pull it off to the data table and dragging a tag from the data table to a group shelf took extra steps. P4 and P6 raised concerns on the learning curve of minimal specification: "Because it is minimal specification, there are a lot of recommendations that come from the comparison. Sifting through all of them was a learning curve" (P6), and "Creating more complex groups wasn't immediately intuitive to me" (P3).
Interpreting Duet's Recommendations
Besides rating whether Duet's explanations helped interpret its recommendations (Q4 in Fig. 8) , during the interview, the participants were asked to comment on the roles of grouped bar chart, and textual descriptions in interpreting Duet's recommendations. They found the text and the bar chart helped interpretation in various ways. Roles of grouped bar charts in interpreting recommendations. During the end-of-study interview, the participants were asked to comment on how removing the grouped bar chart from the small window (like the one in Fig. 3 (Fig. 9) . During his analysis of the college dataset, P6 created a mind map to organize his thoughts (Fig. 1f) At the same time, several participants commented on why they did not use the relationship map a lot: "the window on the right consumes a lot of space but I don't think that it is really necessary" (P1) and "creating groups and then also nodes on the far-right screen ... that part was not as straight forward" (P3). 
DISCUSSION
Our study provides preliminary evidence that data analysis novices find minimal specification for pairwise comparison easy to use. While many participants feel that Duet's recommendations are accurate (the average ratings for Q2 and Q3 in the questionnaire are 6.125 and 6.375 respectively), subjective measures of accuracy using questionnaires can easily be contaminated by participants' biases due to observer-expectancy effect. Furthermore, the "accuracy" of Duet's recommendations need to be further investigated. Two challenges are involved in operationalizing the notion of accuracy of recommendations: how to define accuracy and how to measure accuracy. First, defining accuracy of a recommendation is difficult because there may not exist a ground truth. For example, determining whether an attribute is similar between two groups can be subjective, especially for marginal cases. If some people consider an attribute similar and some people consider it different, whose judgement should be used as the ground truth? An alternative solution is to consider accuracy on a populationlevel: if 80 out of 100 people think an attribute is similar, then similar should be used as the ground truth. Second, to measure the accuracy of recommendations, one needs to compare the system's result with people's judgement. For example, if both the system and people say that an attribute is similar, the system's recommendation is probably accurate. However, people's judgement can be biased. We got high rating for both Q2 and Q3 probably because Duet's recommendations biased the participants (e.g., they thought an attribute was similar because Duet told them it is but their judgement would be different if Duet's classification is not presented). Investigating a less-biased way of collecting people's judgement will be an interesting future direction.
We are also aware of several limitations of Duet. Our template-based approach to generating natural language description is very limiting. While some participants liked the text, other participants commented that the textual description for explaining a recommended attribute "is not very informative", "is redundant" and "can be removed". Future work is necessary to understand how natural language can be more informative in describing a visualization. Duet also assumes that determining whether two groups are similar or different is domainindependent, which is not true. In some domains, people might have a more stringent requirement on whether an attribute is similar between two groups. As future work, we would like to investigate how users can incorporate their domain knowledge into Duet's recommendations. Yet another limitation concerns scalability. While we have not experimentally tested the scalability of Duet, interactive latency can be high for data tables with a couple thousands rows. Duet currently does not have a backend. We envision that moving expensive operations to a backend will improve Duet's scalability.
There is a recent surge in work that help users glean insights by automatic insight generation in both the academia [45, 47] and the industry [6, 8, 19, 20] . As visualizations are a medium for gaining insights from data, the role of visualizations in data exploration overlaps with these automatic techniques. As visualization researchers, we clearly need to rethink how visualizations fit into the future of data exploration where more automation will inevitably occur. We believe that our user studies shed light on the symbiosis between visualizations and insights automatically generated by algorithms. As we observed in our user study, visualizations can add to automatic insights by aiding comprehension, promoting trust and giving freedom for users to explore the full picture. On the other hand, automatic insights, when they are presented in other forms such as text, grant people who have low visual literacy (like P2) access to the colorful world of visualizations.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented Duet, a system that employs minimal specification to help data analysis novices conduct pairwise comparisons. Duet uses the minimal specification technique to reduce execution barrier during pairwise comparison. It also explains recommendations using both grouped bar charts and textual descriptions to reduce the barrier in interpreting why a recommendation is offered. Results of our qualitative study suggest that the participants found minimal specification easy to use and the explanations helped interpret Duet's recommendations. Our research provides insights into the roles of visualizations in the world of automatic insights and how both of them, together, can help novices conduct data analysis. Duet is available as an open-source software: https://duetpaircomp.github.io/
